**Blink IQ 200**
Level 2 AC EV Charging Stations

The fastest charging station and innovative income-producing product that appeals to your customers with maximum flexibility and control for you.

---

**VARIABLE CHARGING CURRENTS • MULTIPLE UNIT NETWORK**
**WALL OR PEDESTAL MOUNTED**

**Experience**
- Time-based, kWh-based, or session-based fee billing
- Easy payment* via RFID, Apple Pay, Google Wallet, and all major credit cards
- 7” Daylight color LCD touch screen with auto-dim when not in use
- Charging status display with transaction details

**Design**
- Future-proof design with variable charging currents 12A - 80A
- ADA compliant height and sleek pedestal design
- SAE J1772 Charge Connector
- Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) 1.5 and 1.6 support

**Network**
- Cellular and WiFi communication modes
- Over-the-air firmware management and updates
- Smart grid implementation and support for commercial use
- Smartphone app for status updates and notifications
- Geographically separated secondary systems for disaster recovery and management

**Energy Management**
- Usage and demand energy monitor
- Real-time energy usage data evaluation
- Controllable output to support utility demand response requests

**Promotion**
- Location promotion via Google Maps, the Blink mobile app and the Blink Map
- Advertise your business and services across Blink digital channels
- Fully customizable pedestal wraps

*Some items may not be included in the initial product offering.
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Meet the Family.

**Blink IQ 200**
Designed for All Locations

The IQ 200 family offers a full range of deployment configurations, from single to multiple cord pedestals, to individual and paired wall mount chargers.

**Wall Mount**
Ideal for parking garages the wall mount unit serves EV drivers with minimum fuss.

**Wall Mount with Kiosk**
The kiosk and smart unit deployment is best for high density, multiple unit installations.

**Single Pedestal**
The single pedestal slim installation is great for small spaces that may wish to expand in the future.

**Dual Pedestal**
For busy parking lots, the dual pedestal can securely mount 2 independent charging stations.

**Triangle Pedestal**
Maximizing space, the triangle pedestal can securely mount 1-3 independent charging stations.